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ABSTRACT

This intimate exchange between real children and the stories we tell about them is at the fore of juvenilia studies, as scholars examining texts children produce must balance attention to the young person as author or artist with a critical awareness of systems of publication, reception, and analysis that are typically managed by adults. The focus of this paper is an investigation into the challenges of researching and writing about child-produced culture amid the often-overpowering constructs of childhood that surround it, taking two young artists as case studies: Daphne Allen, and Pamela Bianco, whose work can be challenging to access in ways that arise in part from the idiosyncrasies of their cultural moment, understood here as one that combined lingering Romanticism and burgeoning modernism. Analysis of the two child artists suggests that both were savvy and self-aware in negotiating, through their art, the discourses that surrounded them; it also presents methodologies that may be useful to other scholars in the field of juvenilia studies more broadly.
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In Association with
Such children may exhibit different types of violent behavior - fighting with family and friends, threatening others, attempting to hurt self, others, as well as animals, setting things on fire or destroying things, using weapons against others or murderous attitude, developing suicidal tendencies, and so on. Explosive Rage. Sometimes, a kid may exhibit a calm and serene behavior in a particular situation at a given point of time, but he may get violently angry in a similar situation at some other time. Exhibits and Experiences. Exhibit Categories. All. Indoor. Outdoor. Museum. Sports Experience. Future. Riley Children's Health Sports Legends Experience. Our outdoor experiences are weather dependent. Indoor. National Art Museum of Sport Celebrate sport through art by viewing pieces depicting sports and athletes in history. The World of Sport Learn how balance, agility, and communication in sports can take you a lot further in life! Outdoor. Racing Hop in a car to pedal to the finish on the drag strip or oval track.